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There is no end to 

what the Power of 

Forgiveness can do, 

so let it go and be 

amazed by what 

you see through 

eyes of grace.  The 

prisoner that it 

really frees is you!

It’s the hardest thing to give away and the last thing on your mind today.

F O R  M A T U R E  R E A D E R S  O N L Y !

FORGIVENESS 



WE HELP 
YOU GET 
WHAT 
YOU NEED 
IN LIFE.

All of us have experienced things 

that are out of our control, things 

that make us angry, make us scared 

and often these are things that 

make us feel all of this at once way 

too much!  Many times we 

surrender to those feelings and 

allow ourselves to sink into an 

incredible despair or rage because 

we felt we have been wronged and 

none of it helped.  

Sadness can lead to despair, which 

leads to hopelessness and feelings 

of self-harm.  Anger leads to 

bitterness, leaving us irrational and 

toxic.  Fear leads to anxiety, 

resulting in us saying and thinking 

things that are unhealthy and 

incorrect and all of these are really 

bad things.   

The only solution to these feelings 

and to have a way out is to forgive. 

It can be ridiculously hard; 

especially when you feel you have 

been wronged, or actually you have 

been wronged (whether you 

deserved it or not).  

Apologizing is hard and forgiveness 

can be even harder, but it is worth it 

because you need relief.   When you 

hold grudges and cling to pain, you 

do just that, hold and cling.  Meaning 

that you will stay right where we are 

– STUCK!
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When you get stuck, you don’t get to grow or get to 

learn or develop new perspectives and insights.  When 

you fail to reflect on the experience to foster a better 

life you are doing yourselves a disservice and this is 

not how your life should be.  

As a teen of faith, you want to understand how God’s 

grace and mercy works.  God does show both mercy 

and grace, but they are not the same. 

Mercy withholds a punishment we 

deserve; Grace gives a blessing we don't 

deserve. With mercy, God chose to 

cancel our sin debt by sacrificing His 

perfect Son in our place (Titus 3:5; 2 

Corinthians 5:21). However, He goes 

even further than mercy and extends 

grace to His enemies (Romans 5:10). 

God offers us forgiveness (Hebrews 

8:12; Ephesians 1:7), reconciliation 

(Colossians 1:19-20), abundant life 

(John 10:10), eternal treasure (Luke 

12:33), His Holy Spirit (Luke 11:13), 

and a place in heaven with Him some 

day (John 3:16-18) when we accept His 

offer and place our faith in His sacrifice. 

It is because of this you can enjoy life 

everyday if you chose.  Remember that 

God gives us choices.  He will not force 

us to accept.  He is not the only one who 

can bestow grace, people can too; you 

have the power! 

Beatrice Smith 

Portions of this article was sourced from: Kevin Spaans - "Thoughts on 
Forgiveness" https://twitter.com/Spaans and from the article "What is the 
Grace of God?" https://www.gotquestions.org/grace-of-God.html 



WE HELP 
YOU GET 
WHAT 
YOU NEED 
IN LIFE.

"For the sake 
of those who 
wronged you 
and for your 
own sake, it is 
important to 
be smart 
enough to use 
that power 
and use it 
well!" 

Beatrice Smith 
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This magazine was written by adults and teens who have accepted Jesus Christ as their 
personal Savior. 

They know they will spend eternity in heaven with Jesus Christ. 
If you are not sure where you will spend eternity, after you die, we can help. 

The bible tells us that everyone has sinned, 
and the payment for all sin is death. 

But God loved us so much that 
He sent His only son Jesus from heaven to die in our place. 

Jesus was born of a virgin and lived a totally sinless life. 
He chose to die for the sins of the whole world, 

and He was crucified. 
He died and was died buried. 

But after 3 days, God brought Jesus back from the dead. 
Jesus paid for our sin with His life, and He is the only way to get to heaven. 

So, if you believe this and want to a new and better way to live: 
Confess that you have sinned and need a savior because you can’t save yourself. 

Ask Jesus to forgive your sins, and come and live in your heart. 
He will 

Forgive you, and clean your life from the inside. 
He will 

Help you live a life that pleases him.
He will 

He will bring you to live with Him in heaven when this is life is over. 

The right time to accept Jesus is right now. 

Prayer for Salvation
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“Are you kidding me?" “Seriously!!”  They’re talking about 

THIS today, the ‘Commitment to Purity’.  I should have stayed 

home.  I never meant to come to this class. That leader is 

saying sex outside of marriage is a sin.  They say we should 

make a pledge to remain pure until we get married, It’s part of 

the Christian life. 

I hope they don’t ask if we waited to have sex.  If they do, I’m 

going to raise my hand just like everybody else, even though I 

didn’t.  Doing it didn’t seem like a big deal at the time, but their 

saying it IS a big deal and it can affect your whole life. 

I thought having sex was just part of being  popular and cool. 

I just did what everybody else is doing.  I guess I knew it was 

wrong, but I wanted to be like everybody else.   It’s too late 

now, I messed up.  There’s no way out!  Lord, I’m sorry. I 

should have waited, and I don’t know what to do. 

How I learned to get back on the right path. 
BY SANDRA GOOL

WHAT JESUS MIGHT SAY! 
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Here I am. I heard you calling me, and I am here. This is very serious, but I know the way out.  You wandered 
off course because the enemy showed you a fake picture of the “cool life”.  He showed you a fake idea of love, 
but what you did get was sin.  SIN  takes you farther than you want to go,  keeps you longer than you want to 

stay and costs you more than you want to pay.  

But I paid the price for your SIN! 

For every mistake, for every screw up, for any sin you will ever commit, I paid for your life with my life so you 
can live a life of purpose and spend eternity with me.  But I didn’t die for you so you could live any way you 

choose.   You hurt yourself, your future, and you hurt me!  

The enemy wants you to forget about your future and eternity.   He says: “You have plenty of time to worry 
about your future.”  “You only live once.”  “Have fun now and do whatever feels good.”  Your so-called friends 

don’t want you to change.   They’ll remind you of all the things you used to do together.  They’ll call you out
and say, “what makes you special?”   “You’re no better than us.”   “You already did it, you can’t go back now.” 

  “There’s nothing wrong, because we love each other.”   

Don’t believe it, it’s a lie meant to destroy you!  They’re pulling you away from me and from your future.  Love 
never asks another person to sin.  No one else could or would die for you, no matter what the romantic movies 

or songs say.  But I did! 

Your own body will turn against you too.   It remembers the way it felt, and will try to go back.  The only way to 
fight against any temptation is to focus on me.    Let me change the way you think and act.  You’re sorry about 

the things you’ve done, and I understand.   I forgive you. 

Turn toward me, and trust me with your life and your body. 

Jesus' response 

GACCS.ORG



The relationship you need most right now is with me.  Come closer to me, and I will guide you until you 
can share yourself with the person you marry.  I won’t throw your sin back in your face or keep reminding 

you of your mistakes.   I prepared you for this journey, and I’ll be with you at the finish.  

I am always at the throne of the Father,  praying for your courage, and your strength.  I’m even praying
for you when you can’t pray for yourself.  I am your God and your Heavenly Father.  Others may lie, I 

never will, I always keep my word. You can hold me to it.  

So, since you know I’ve forgiven you, you can forgive yourself.  So, say it for yourself, out loud,  “I AM 
FORGIVEN!”  And when you think about going back, or when you get pressured to give in, Say this, 

 “NO!  “I got a chance to start over.”  “I got a do over. And I’m taking it.”  

The first “NO” will be the hardest, but I’ll give you courage to say “NO” again and again.  To start over, 
and think differently   Talk to me first.  Before you go anywhere or do anything. I have the answer for 

every situation.  Then stop going to places and situations that led to sex in the past.  STOP - Pairing up 
as a couple.  STOP - Going to secluded places, like bedrooms.  STOP - Listening to sexy music or 

watching romantic movies that make you think about sex or romance.  

Look, get out if you see that things are leading to a romantic situation.  Call for a ride if you need to.  Start
hanging out with friends who are also saying NO, friends you can pray with!  Pray and study the 

scriptures. The keys to life are in MY WORD.  Then, memorize a scripture that you can hold on to for help 
at any time. 

Here are a few until you find your own. 
 “In all these things we are more than conquerors through him who loved us.” 

“Fear not for I am the one who helps you.” 
 “I will never leave you or forsake you.”  

Ask for help from an adult or someone you trust.  You can stay on the right path because I’ll show you 
the way, I’ve given you the strength.  If you stumble or fall, you can get up and start over again and again. 

 I’ll be with you, every step of the way.  

Now, because I’ve forgiven you, you have MY permission to start over today! So, say along with everyone 
else:  

Jesus' response 

I PLEDGE TO BE PURE!!!
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Numbers 23:19 
Psalms 1:1 
Psalms 37:4 

Psalms 103:12 
Psalms 37:4 

Proverbs 2:6-8 
Proverbs 3:5-6 

Proverbs 4:14-15 
Isaiah 1:16 
Isaiah 1:18 
Isaiah 41:10 

Jeremiah 29:11 
Matthew 6:33 

Matthew 26:41 
Mark 10:45 
John 3:16 

John 10:10 
Romans 6:23 
Romans 8:6 

Romans 8:1-2 
Romans 8:28 

Romans 8:35, 37-38 

Romans 12:1-2 
Corinthians 6:19 

I Corinthians 10:13 
I Corinthians 13:6 
Galatians 2:20-21 
Galatians 5:16-26 
Ephesians 6:12-20 

I Thessalonians 5:22 
I Peter 2:11 

I Peter 3:11-12 
James 4:7



GACCS cares about today's youth.  If you are in the Michigan area and 
have a passion for praise dance, singing or any form of worship, 
GACCS has three teen outreach programs for you; True Grace 

Outreach, Melting Pot Worship and Great Women of God.  For young 
men, Men On A Mission is focused on turning boys ages 5 – 14 into godly 

men through quarterly mentored based gatherings. 

WWW.GACCS.ORG

BIBLICALLY BASED FUN, WORSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP
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the burgess family 
By now you have probably heard the

word Legacy many times and may be

wondering what does that word really

mean? Legacy is where life stories live

on. This can be through a gift of property,

experience, or things handed down from

past generations. Legacy has the

opportunity to influence people’s lives

that may have never lived during the

period of the person being impacted

currently.

It is always a good question to ask

yourself: What kind of legacy am I

leaving, that is worth others following?

Just remember, you are never too young

to be a legacy.  You actually have the

ability to positively influence someone

else. For instance, you can leave a legacy

at your high school or with a younger

sibling as someone who respected others

but never yielded to ungodly behavior. 



GACCS
BURGESS

SCHOLARSHIP
AWARDEES

T O P  A W A R D S

$1,000 Award #1 
Kayla Tyus  • Oakland Early College High 

School • Oakland University 

$1,000 Award #2 
Cambia Brantley • Freshman • University 

of Toledo 

$1,000 Award #3 
Brielle Garrison • John Kennedy High 

School • Bowling Green State University 

$1,000 Award #4 
Jordan Christian • Renaissance High School 

• Kennedy State University

The GACCS Inaugural Leroy Burgess Scholarship 
Luncheon held on Saturday, June 3, 2017 awarded 
scholarships, book awards and special recognition 

awards to students who took the time to share who 
they are, their goals, what is required to reach those 

goals, and why they should be considered for the 
scholarship. The Scholarship Committee and Judges 

identified the following awardees:

T O P  A W A R D S
$500 Award #1 

Nyla Warren • Harrison High School • 
Michigan State University 

$500 Awards #2 
Toriyanna Jones • Bowling Green 

University • Central Michigan University 

R E C O G N I T I O N  A N D  
I N C E N T I V E  A W A R D S

$200 Special Award 
Alyssa Johnson • University High School 

$300 Service Award 
Jahlin Brooks • Roseville High School • 

University of Northwestern Ohio 

T A B L E  O F

Jordan Christian

Nyla Warren

Brielle Garrison



GACCS BURGESS SCHOLARSHIP
AWARDEES

Toriyanna Jones

02

Jordan ChristianAlyssa Johnson 

Jahlin Brooks Cambia BrantleyKayla Tyus

G O D  H A S  A S S U R E D  U S  I N  J E R E M I A H  2 9 : 1 1

“For I know the plans I have for you, says the 
Lord. They are plans for good and not for evil, to 

give you a future and a hope.” (TLB) 

T H E  L E G A C Y  C O N T I N U E S  .  .  .
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The Hixie Ransaw Scholarship 
Fund honors the memory of 
Hixie Josephine Ransaw. She 
was born October 4, 1859 in 
Coosa County, Alabama six 
years prior to the abolition of 
slavery in the US. Slaves were 
not allowed to attend school 
and were prohibited from 
learning how to read and 
write. Notwithstanding these 
barriers, Hixie and her 
brother were taught how to
read by the slave master’s son. 

Through theses teachings she 
developed a love for reading 
and is remembered by her 
family as a strong proponent 
for education. Hixie loved 
reading the Bible and was a 
great orator who recited 
poetry and relayed her life 
events in a story like fashion. 
She lived to be 102 years old 
and leaves a legacy of six 
generations and over 200 
descendents. In memory of her 
passion for books and 
education, The Hixie Ransaw 
Scholarship Fund carries her 
vision forward to future 
generations. For more 
information  and to apply for 
a scholorship award, visit 
http://latitude50ca.com.  

THE 2018 GACCS HIXIE RANSAW 
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

http://latitude50ca.com



No one is exempt!  We are all faced daily with the challenge, there is no age limit...we all get 

a chance.   The Bible warns us of three of temptations:  

TEMPTATIONS  AND  THOUGHTS  AND  MANAGING  THROUGH  IT  ALL

There is an  
Enemy on the loose 

Lust of the Flesh

Lust of the Eyes

Pride of Life

Simply stated, these are the three temptations 

to sin that every human will experience.

(1 John 2:16) 

"Mary resisted the temptation to answer back"

noun

temp·ta·tion
/tem(p)ˈtāSH(ə)n/

a desire to do something, especially something wrong or unwise.

"he resisted the temptation to call Celia at the office"

synonyms: desire, urge, itch, impulse, inclination

a thing or course of action that attracts or tempts someone.

"despite the enticement of low prices, sales fell sharply from 2000's record level"

synonyms:  lure, allurement, enticement, seduction, attraction, draw, pull

the tempting of Jesus by the Devil (see Matt. 4).

noun: Temptation; noun: the Temptation

GACCS  | 20



interviewing today Shynyce Clark and 
Aaron Bosnick on the topic:

Tyler T. Canyouhandleit

C H O I C E
C L U B

Welcome to 

Temptations and  Thoughts 

Teen Group Session 
with your host 

and special Guest 

Dr. Getit Wright
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This is your host: Tyler T. Canyouhandleit. We

are interviewing today Shynyce Clark and

Aaron Bosnick on the topic: Temptations and

Thoughts. Thank you for joining us Shynyce and

Clark. CHOICE CLUB Consultant Dr. Getit

Wright, has also joined us today.

Tell me Shynyce, what 
do you understand 
about temptation.

I know that it can catch you off guard 
and if you don’t handle it in the right 

matter it can cause you serious 
problems, maybe life changing problems 

that can effect good plans you had for 
yourself.

I agree with that!  To be honest, it 
seems like many times temptation 

can start with something that seems 
good like: food, rest, the need to be 

loved and accepted, having nice 
things. . . the list goes on.

I’ve heard that about sixty 
percent of Americans are 
often or sometimes 
overwhelmed by the 
temptation to eat too 
much. Overeating and the 
growing concern about 
obesity is of course not 
news. A quick click on 
Google turns up 7.6 
million hits for the word 
obesity. In recent months 
I’ve noticed many major 
news outlets running 
features on the growing 
alarm concerning 
overeating and obesity.  

Many teens, just like adults, 
often live in a state of 

 debilitation temptation to
Anxiety or Worry.  There can be 

a great deal of fear and 
dysfunction that usually comes 
with it.  The younger you are, 

the more likely you are stuck in 
the rut of apprehension about 

life.   Procrastination is another 
area, as one can be stuck in 

this habit.  We simply cannot do 
what needs to be doen in a 

timely manner.  The young have 
more difficulty with this. 

It is interesting that you 
say that.  What do you 
believe to be the top 
temptations Aaron?



This is your host: Tyler T. Canyouhandleit. We

are interviewing today Shynyce Clark and

Aaron Bosnick on the topic: Temptations and

Thoughts. Thank you for joining us Shynyce and

Clark. CHOICE CLUB Consultant Dr. Getit

Wright, has also joined us today. 

 

 
Good point Shynyce.  I 

am sure there are 
others?

Unfortunately there are. Forty-four
percent of Americans admit that they

face temptations to overuse electronics 
and social media such as Facebook,
video games, and television. Young 

people are almost twice as likely as their 
elders to become addicted to online

activities.

Yes, but I think laziness can be a 
major issue also.  Forty-one percent of 

Americans say they are often or 
sometimes tempted by laziness or by 

not working as hard as reasonably 
expected. All of the generations are 

about the same when it comes to the 
temptation to slothfulness. Selfishness 

is a core sin within humankind. 
Perhaps that explains why people of 
all ages are tempted to hurt family, 
friends, coworkers, and bosses with 

selfish slacking, doing what feels 
good to them however much it may 

harm others.

At any given place and 
time, say the busy 

sidewalks of a college 
campus or the busy 
lunchroom of high 

school, you could draw 
a circle around half the 
people in those places 

and thereby give 
yourself a great visual 

image of the pain, 
frustration, dysfunction, 
and destruction caused 

by our failure to 
understand and cope 
well with temptation.

Unfortunately there are.  Forty-four
percent of Americans admit that they

face temptations to overuse electronics 
and social media such as Facebook,
video games, and television. Young 

people are almost twice as likely as their 
elders to become addicted to online

activities.

 

Consider one easy temptation
that surprisingly does not 

show up on the list: 
disordered sex. The unique
ways in which it manifests 
itself in human society are 
nearly endless; there are 
almost as many ways as

there are people – six billion!

So don’t look to the list itself for help. The crucial, 
fundamental strategy is to look within, at what you 

want, crave, covet, and desire.  From there see how 
to rearrange those desires to fit within the story of 
God and your role within it. And the strategies and 
insights we gain from studying one temptation are 
almost always applicable to every other temptation 
because temptations of all kinds have a common 

root.

CHOICE CLUB TEEN CONSULTANT 
DR. GETIT WRIGHT



CONVERSATION WITH
DR. GETIT WRIGHT

TEMPTATIONS 
ARE RELATED TO

THE SINFUL 
HABIT OF
ALWAYS 

EXPECTING 
TO GET OUR OWN 

WAY.

Let us go on. Perhaps this is 
why the first sensation is 
always one of anticipation, of 
potential happiness and of 
greater personal fulfillment. 
Right? The mind controlled 
by lust, by epithumia (the 
New Testament Greek word 
for “strong desires or 
passions”), has an infinite 
capacity for rationalization. 

Let me call to mind here 
some bits of common 
thinking, a few thoughts we 
have all used at one point or 
another:. 

Listen to us, all the rationalizations to get our way. 
Our structures of desire can become so out of 
control that, according to our honest experiences 
of life, our desires become our most concrete and 
real feelings and experiences. In time, with the 
tyranny unchecked, you learn from your experience 
that there is no me apart from gratifying my 
desires – fulfilling my system of desire equals me.
The honest feeling becomes this: I am my desires or 
I will be the real me when my desires are fulfilled.  

But that kind of life is 
heartbreaking and 
delusional. Giving into our 
desires only strengthens 
them. This is positive news if 
the desires are good and 
holy. It’s one of the ways we 
grow in the grace of God. But 
if the desires are out of 
whack, our disordered desire 
takes greater and greater 
control of our lives, and we 
can fall farther and farther 
into sin. 

In  the rock-and-roll musical 
(before your time) Little Shop 
of Horrors, one of the lead 
characters, Seymour, worked 
in a floral shop. There was 
one plant that was fed only 
on blood. But the blood was 
never enough. The plant kept 
growing and demanding
more. The line is recalled: 
“Feed me Seymour… feed me 
now! I’m starving! Feed me 
Seymour all night long!” That 
is exactly the state of affairs 
for those who are caught in 
the tyranny of their desires. 
They can never give 
themselves enough of their 
habit – sex, food, drugs, 
drink, or money – to satisfy 
themselves and our culture 
doesn’t help. 

He/she/it makes me feel 
alive – makes me feel the 
most me!
How can something that 
feels so right be wrong?
God wants me to be 
happy. This makes me 
happy at the core of my 
being. How can this be 
wrong?
I’m acting out of love – I 
love her/him!
I’m the exception to the 
rule… in my case, I don’t 
think anything bad will 
happen to me.
The people who do not 
approve of what I am 
doing are judgmental, 
they make me sick! They 
are worse than I am!
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THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH LOOKING AT BEAUTIFUL
THINGS. THERE ARE MANY BEAUTIFUL PAINTINGS,

MATERIALS, AND EVEN CREATION ITSELF IS BREATHTAKING.
IS THERE ANYTHING MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN A RAINBOW, A
MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE, OR THE OCEAN OR STARS? BUT
WHEN WE LUSTFULLY LOOK UPON THINGS GOD HAS 

COMMANDED US TO AVOID, SUCH AS PORNOGRAPHY, OTHER
PEOPLE’S SPOUSES, OR OTHER PEOPLE’S POSSESSIONS, IT

BECOMES SIN.

We harm those around us in 
pursuit of what we want. Our 
moment-by-moment, weekly, and 
monthly disappointments 
generate an unpleasant temper, 
a bad mood that then gets 
worked out on all those around 
us. We inadvertently create and 
carry around with us a spiritual 
atmosphere that is toxic to our 
loved ones.  When we will do 
anything, whatever it takes, to 
fulfill a desire, we multiply sin. 

So How Do We Recover? 
Ongoing and increased 
knowledge of God and His 
kingdom agenda can – and I 
believe will – shape your 
thoughts, your heart, your 
desires, and your will, and then 
your behavior. 

The Word of God warns us the 
three temptations types:  “For all 
that is in the world, the lust of the 
flesh, and the lust of the eyes, 
and the pride of life, is not of the 
Father, but is of the world” (1 
John 2:16).

What is the Lust of the Flesh? 
The lust of the flesh is that 
temptation to feel physical 
pleasure from some sinful 
activity—to do something to 
make the flesh feel satisfied. It 
can involve any type of sinful 
activity that will bring pleasure to 
the body. Examples of the “lust of 
the flesh” include the following: 
Sexual sins, Gossip, Physical 
violence, Drug use (marijuana, pills, 
cocaine, alcohol, etc.), and more. 

What is the Lust of the Eyes? 
The lust of the eyes is that 
temptation to look upon things 
we shouldn’t look upon, or to 
have things that we shouldn’t 
have. 

in other words, it is to cast our 
eyes upon something with desire 
or pleasure, even though God 
has told us not to look upon 
those things.

To covet means to have a 
yearning or a strong desire to 
have something that rightfully 
belongs to someone else or 
wanting something that is not 
good for us. “That’s not fair that 
she has money to get everything 
she wants. I wish I was her” is a 
prime example. Other examples of 
the lust of the eyes include looking 
at pornography, desiring others’ 
material possessions, status, 
appearance, etc. It’s the recognition 
that something sinful has visual 
appeal, and then wanting it for the 
sake of it’s visual appeal. 

What is the Pride of Life? 
The pride of life is that sinful 
temptation for excess greatness 
or power that we all feel the 
temptation to attain. Pride itself 
is one of the sins that God hates 
most. It is the sin that made 
Lucifer (the beautiful angel) turn 
into Satan (the adversary).
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“THERE HATH NO TEMPTATION
TAKEN YOU BUT SUCH AS IS

COMMON TO MAN: BUT GOD IS
FAITHFUL, WHO WILL NOT SUFFER
YOU TO BE TEMPTED ABOVE THAT
YE ARE ABLE; BUT WILL WITH THE
TEMPTATION ALSO MAKE A WAY

TO ESCAPE, THAT YE MAY BE ABLE
TO BEAR IT” (1 CORINTHIANS

10:13)

Resources:  Our Top Five Tempatations  Tood Hunter September 25, 2014 
http://www.faithgateway.com/our-top-five-temptations/#.WVd_l4jyvb4 
Three Temptations of Sin: Lust of the Flesh, Lust of the Eyes, and the Pride of Life  July 28, 2015 by Ben 
http://www.revelation.co/2015/07/28/three-temptations-of-sin-lust-of-the-flesh-lust-of-the-eyes-and-the-pride-of-life/ 

Some examples of this sin include the 
following:

Desiring to get credit or glory for things that 
others (or God) did
Desiring for others to worship us or hold us in 
excess esteem, “to make a name for ourselves”
Desiring to feel valued or more important than 
others around us
Desiring to have positions of power over others 
in a way that puffs up our own ego for the sake 
of bragging rights (Jesus said that those who 
desire to be great should be the greatest 
servant)

Consider the words of Satan himself, who was so 
filled with pride that he wanted to be God:  “I will 
ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be 
like the most High” (Isaiah 14:14). 

Looking at These Three Temptations in Action 
Every sin we commit will involve at least one of 
these three temptations, but it may include all 
three. Notice how Satan used all three temptations 
with Eve in the Garden of Eden, and with Jesus in
the New Testament. Eve succumbed to the 
temptations, yet Jesus resisted them.  Jesus knew 
the Word and applied it which resulted in His 
success.  Knowledge of God’s Word offers the 
solution of managing temptation.  



It is vital 
that you 

understand 
who you are 

and how 
God has 

made 
YOU!

Your mind, your will and your emotions is the seat of who you 
are.  That is the seat of who you are! 

What does all this mean?  You are a spiritual being; you have 
a soul; and you live in a body.

UNDERSTANDING
W h o  Y o u  A r e  F o r  A  S u c c e s s f u l  F u t u r e

We are created with a body, spirit and a soul.  Your body is the 
outer shell.  You are not your body.  Your body is what you leave in, 
which is why when you die your body goes to the ground, and your 
spirit – your life force – your essence is still alive.  The goal should 
be for it to go with God.   Your soul is your mind, will and emotions. 
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Base on exerts from: 

Myles Munroe: How to Avoid Sinful Thinking 

YouTube: Ambassadors of Christ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7lXl7LIez4

The mind is the center of the soul. The soul is 

the combination of the mind, the will and the 

emotions. The soul is the medium between the 

spirit and the body. The soul receives from the 

senses and processes it in the spirit. It 

deposits into you, your spirit.
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It is vital that you regulate what the soul is 

picking up from the senses. That is why Jesus 

said ‘take heed to what you hear’. Take heed 

means, be selective and regulate your hearing; 

choose what you want to listen to. Why, 

because it will impact all of you and can mess 

up your whole life.

Your soul receives from the senses and 

deposits in your spirit. The spirit reveals to the 

soul to the body. Your body gets information 

and transmits it to your soul. The soul then 

takes it and gives it to your spirit. The spirit has 

to deal with the information. The spirit gives 

the direction to the soul and tells the body 

what to do. The problem is that sometimes the 

body does not want to do what the spirit wants 

it to do, so the soul is in a battle.

The soul cannot give the spirit what the body 

did not receive. Faith comes by hearing and 

you hear through the body. When the body 

hears something, the soul takes it, believes it 

and gives it to the spirit. The spirit receives 

and conceives it. If the spirit has God in it, it 

will identify that it is not righteous and will tell 

the body to change the source of information.

The body may say ‘no I like how it feels’. The 

body will say, soul feel it! But the spirit will say, 

but it’s not right. The spirit will tell the soul, tell 

the body, Stop it! The body will say it feels 

sensually good. The soul will say that I know it 

is wrong, but it feels emotionally good. So the 

spirit loses and is now down loading junk that 

is starving it to death. The soul is the most 

important part of the trilogy as it can decide to 

reject or to accept — the power of the soul.

The body can only do what the soul makes it do 

and the soul can only do what it accepts from 

the spirit. That is why the Bible says do not 

walk in the flesh; but walk in the spirit. Do not 

fulfill the lust of the flesh.



4 You are a spiritual being; you have a soul (your mind will and emotions); and you live
in a body. The first step to seeing change and gaining control is not dealing with the
body, but dealing with the soul. Your soul is WHO you are. WHAT you are is a spirit.
When your mind, will and emotions are protected from the world around us and are
brought into where God is (His Kingdom), then your mind, will and soul will be
protected to the temptations and the struggles that lead to destruction. God has a
good plan for your life! Don’t derail His plan by exposing yourself to things that
eventually lead to self destruction.  So here are four steps to get you on the right
path.

S T E P  O N E

Get your Soul out of the world and Into the Kingdom. Make sure the soul is influenced not by worldly things we pick up
through our body senses, but make sure the soul is influences by the Kingdom of God. So how do you renew your mind
and emotions? By feeding the mind things that relate to God.

How do you do this? By:

S T E P  T W O

Make specific declarations to God about things you will NOT do. That does not mean you are just making a
general statement to God specifically that you will not do. Take the time and write down that specific thing. This
helps you to remember and give you the ability to be conscious of what you are doing that you do not want to go to
that extreme.

S T E P  T H R E E

Every time you do these things, you are flushing out things that have contaminated your soul.

This is why Paul wrote in Colossians 3:1 “Set your minds on things above, not on earthly things”. God gave us His
Word as a guide book for the challenges He knew would come our way. He clearly told us in Romans 12:2
“Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able
to test and approve what God’s what God’s will is—His good, pleasing and perfect will.

Reading the Bible

Watching that that relate to the Kingdom of God / to Christ

Resist the enemy (Satan) with the Word. The most powerful thing you can do is to study and remember scripture
because that empowers you to resist. When in the heat of battle, go to the scriptures. When Jesus was fasting and
Satan came to tempt him, He spoke the Word which gave Him the ability to resist the enemy. Studying the scriptures
provide you with God’s wisdom that has no age limit. There are many teens that are much wiser than adults
because they study and apply the Word of God. Understanding God and His Kingdom gives you leverage way above
the majority. If you want power, understand how you are made. By studying the Word of God, you will gain the
wisdom to be successful on this earth.

Take each day at a time. Jesus said we should not worry about tomorrow, but focus on today— maximize today! So
in your fight to do what is right, don’t worry about tomorrow or the next week or next month. Just make sure you do
what you need to do for today. You will find that you will look back and months will have gone by and you have
retrained you soul to embrace the things of God to make those decisions that will result in a successful life.

S T E P  F O U R

strategies to RESIST Sin, 
Lust and Addiction! 
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by Melva Allen

Because most young adults spend a 

majority of their time on the internet

and social media, it’s important to

make sure you are safeguarding

yourself against online or cyber 

predators. Believe it or not, there are

people who prey on the vulnerable

and are online just as much as you are. 

There are people seeking to find

cracks and holes in your posts and 

waiting just for the right time. For

instance, if you happen to share 

something personal about yourself on

Instagram, Facebook or even

Snapchat, when people see you are

lonely or hurt, that typically is a good

time for a predator to come in and 

offer condolences while finding your

vulnerable spot. It’s not that you 

should fear being online, but it’s

important that you are safe and 

watchful. 

According to statistics found on

puresight.com*, one in five U.S. 

teenagers who regularly log on to the

Internet says they have received an

unwanted sexual solicitation via the

Web. Solicitations were defined as

requests to engage in sexual activities

or sexual talk, or to give out personal

sexual information. 

Teens are willing to meet with

strangers: 16 percent of teens 

considered meeting someone

they've only talked to online and 8 

percent have actually met someone 

they only knew online

75% of children are willing to share

personal information online about 

themselves and their family in

exchange for goods and services

33% of teens are Facebook friends 

with other people they have not 

met in person

About 30% of the victims of Internet

sexual exploitation are boys

Internet sexual predators tend to

fall between the ages of 18 and 55, 

although some are older or younger. 

Their targets tend to be between 

the ages of 11 and 15

In 100% of the cases, teens that are

the victims of sexual predators have

gone willingly to meet with them.

There are 799,041 Registered Sex 

Offenders in the United States

(2015)

Some things you can do to safeguard 

yourself would be limit the amount of

personal information you share while 

online including questionable pictures

and file sharing from people you don’t 

know. You should also use caution 

when accepting friends you don’t 

know, talking about others or

partaking in bullying, divulging your

whereabouts and not meeting up with

people you don’t know and if someone 

messages you suspiciously report and 

block them. 

Most importantly, remember

everything you post online never goes

away. It may be a cliché that you hear

your parents say that what you post

can come back to haunt you if you 

ever run for a public office, applying for

a job or get into the spotlight, but as

an HR professional, it's true. 

Always share what you do with your

parents. They are not your enemy, but 

their job is to love and protect you 

from bad people. It’s never a good

situation for something to happen and 

your parents are the last to know

about it. Remember, if they disagree

or have a different opinion, it’s not 

because they don’t understand or

want to limit your fun, but parents

always know what’s best for you. 

safety+ 
social media

*http://www.puresight.com/Pedophiles/Online-Predators/online-predators-statistics.html. 
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S u b s c r i b e .
S u b s c r i b e .

Would you like to receive GACCS Teen Magazine for your 

 Church Groups, High School Students or Youth Group? 

Order a bulk of 20 copies for a discounted price of $55, 

that's just $2.75 per per issue + $6.00 shipping.
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